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Tigers Ready
for Football.
Seventy-odd Candidates Work
Daily Preparing for Early
Opening of Season

NOTICE TO

SUBSCRIBERS

(the future subscriptions to The Tiger will be paid
5y in advance, and the paper will positively be sent
Ito those who have paid up for a: subscription.
■pies of this issue are being widely distributed to f acullumni, and friends of Clemson, but hereafter The Tiger
pe sent to no one who has not paid up. The staff feels
this is the only proper and business-like method by
Ih to work. Cadets of course paid for their copies in
|;tudent activities fee.
le price of a years subscription is $1.50. Remittances
|ild be made to D. H. Ross, Business Manager, Box 147,
ison College, S. C. Any one who desires The Tiger
|ild not fail to send in his subscription.
./

Seventy candidates answered the
call of Coach Saunders last week
for the initial practice of the season
The practice
consisted
or
kicking, passing, and light signal
drill
This work
soon
became
more and more strenuous as the
first week passed.
Coach Saunders seems to be well pleased with
the prospects of the team.
Although the schedule is one of the
hardest that a Clemson team has
ever had, Coach seems to believe
that with such an array of talent
as he has he will be able to fashion a team that will hold Its own
against any team in this section.
Despite the warm weather prevalent, a
remarkeable spirit of iBing the vacation period the
revised
fight is evident.
There
w no ■ Regulations were
were
cinched position.
Every candidate cB, number of changes
of
the
is giving his all for a berth on ;ij leaving out some
stringent
regulations
and
the team. With such fight
as
«£*■ t'ws ""'punishments
that
that there 'i-zS, ^-h1 ir* that
Tigers will have a successful year. snlarried to lighter sentences.
Some of the dopesters have the h I old regulations issued in
audacity to predict that Clemson 19'"here were 322 separate rewill not have a winning team «ls gujis with
subheads
under
year, but what we say is, Watch
sbf them; with the changes
(hose Tigers fight." We will ad|ist year in regard to guard
mit that last year the team was
xtras and visiting and the
composed of a great many new
made this summer, the
men who hadn't the experience of
of regulations has been
the Tiger teams before that time.
n to 28'9.
There are seven letter men back
principal changes are as foito be used as a necleus for the
squad Bsides these men are some
ls are now allowed to keep
star freshman players who are alclothes in their rooms. Unmost certain of a position on the
oid regulations no "cits"
eleven. There is a galaxy of other
ilowed in tne rooms and
men from last years varsity squad
emerits were handed out bewho did not make a letter but :adets tried to get by with
were mighty good players neverthe- in their rooms,
r the old regulations a pereS
Among the bright prospects for urning late on permit was
the center position are Pressly. to one month under room
who plaved fine freshman ball last and 2 0 demerits.
Now a
year- "Rabbit" Hare, with a year i substituted: for returning
of experience to his credit on the :rs late a cadet receives one
varsity squad; and "Hoot" Gibson, nd ten demerits; from 6 to
who was a mainstay on the «esn; irs late he
receives
two
man eleven also last year.
At and ten demerits; and over
guards are captain "Chubby Har- four hours he receives senvey, who has the ability to fight ot to exceed one month and
and also the ability to make his, erits.
teammates fight; Austin, the ran— mg between Taps and niidlad from Greenville who was
iiow punishable by room
letter man on the team last se
one week and ten deson; "Walt" Martin.
who
w,
fter midnight,
by one
shifted from the backfield; Moos nt
1 ten demerits. FormerMarshall, Wall; and Kirton.
1
s one month in all cases.
most promising tackles are
K
may now go t° Seneca
ty" Davidson who has his Wo
I Anderson, or anywhere
"Fatty" Hall, "Guy" Davis
i
b he gets back on time
Tom McGlone. On the flanks
on. There are no "off
"Pap" Timmerman, a boy who
>pt a few places such as
stepping out this season: Tall
, Mess Hall, Pump StaCuttino, who played in this p
n roi'-r-oad station, Etc.
tion in most all of the games _
g roll a student may
year; and Warr. who is showl
". student, without leavquite a bit of pep out on the I
on his table, but visitthis fall.
There are half ha
barracks is prohibited,
galore who are looking good
prise the maior changes
a position, the most important
the regulations have
ing "Bud" Eskew, a star of
in their wording.
vear's souad. hoes, Midkiff. w
showed some style in the scri
maze gainst the "Rats" Saturdj Pla.f Professor M. E. CampLittleiohn, and Fr*d Pearman. J
s Instructor of Cardfullback are Dean Pearman, TV
nning in the Textile
Connell. and^Jack Valentine
best nuarters are Hendee
rll plans to take up
and McMillian.
fork in Textile Engirine- lvjil be in Texas. Mr.
R. L. LEE. '25 TNSTRWW TN
sin« graduation, has had
TEXTILE ENGIN/'RIN
yeaiB eaching. While here
' maJmrse was Textile Intakt trial Bering.
R. L. Lee, class of
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College Opens New Year
with Large Enrollment
Many

STAFF DEDICATES
NEXT WEEKTO "TAPS"

Changes

Made;

New

Course Added to Curricula;
Classes Begin at Eight
CHAPEL TWICE A WEEK

Will Put On Drive for Subsciptions in Baracks and on
Campus

REGULATIONS
SENUUB WILL
The Taps staff has selected the
week beginning Monday, Septem2 0th, as "Taps" week an ex(TEND GREATER
GIVE FIRST FORMAL ber
tensive drive will be put on by the
members of the annual staff for
purpose of selling subscriptions
RERTY TO CADETS
PROMJF SEASON theEvery
nook and corner of the
barracks and campus will be thorNew Officers Headed by "Bus- oughly canvassed. Every cadet, faculty member, and resident of the
ter" Parler Plan Hop for
campus will be asked to purchase
September 24
an annual.
As all should know, the "Taps"
The njlamson Tigers are looking is the official year book of Clemson
forward eagerly
to the
Senior College, published by a staff electThis
dance of Sept. 2 4, which will usher ed from the Senior class.
in the first formal event of this publication deals with all forms of
year's social calendar.
Again the student activity, organization, and
campus and the big
gymnasium classification.
The members of the "Taps Staff"
will be enlivened and enhanced by
the wondrous gathering of femin- receive no monetary compensation
ine beauty of South Carolina and for their labors; hence, they are
willing to shoulder the
rather
nearby states.
The dance can be depended upon heavy responsibility only with the
to be one of the most scintilliating 'guarantee of hearty cooperation
successes of the year, for
the from the student body.
The task of publishing an upSeniors have elected a very capable group of officers. "Buster" to-date annual that every student
tremendous.
Parler is the President
of
the will be proud of is
Senior Dancing Club; Johnie Bak- Therefore, it is the duty of every
er, Vice-President; and Joe Fish- loyal "Tiger" to assist, and in so
burne, Secretary-Treasurer. If ex- doing, lighten the burden of the
Each student may
perience governs the success of a chosen staff.
dance, this will be a "whang," as do this hy purchasing a copy of
all of these men have had much "Taps", and by paying up "Military Space."
previous experience of this type.
Subscriptions have been selling
President Parler has not decided
which of the several orchestras rather slow. Money must be ache has on string will be selected, cumulated at once in order to proThe
but he states that the orchestra gress with the publication.
selected will befit the occassion to photographer is here, and must be
the fullest degree. Johnnie Baker paid daily.
"Tigers" come to the aid of your
states that the big "gym" will be
annual.
Buy your
subscription
elaborately decorated.
Freshmen will be allowed to at- and pay for your "military space"
tend this dance, but will not be al- now. If you do so you are guaranlowed to have girls. Everyone who teed Clemson's BEST annual.
intends to en.ioy this dance should
write his girl immediately,
and
come by roam 927 to place names
on the list.

JUNjDRS NOMINATE
CANDIATES FOR
LOCK "C" CLUB TO
LECTION TO OFFICI
SPONSOR SERIES OF
General Election to Be Held
on September 24—Use AusINFORMAL DANC

tralian Ballot
Letter Men Will Give First
The regular primary election for
Dance Saturday Night After
nominating class officers, as proErskine Game
vided for in the
new
Student
Government Constitution, was held
Carter Newman, President
of by the Junior class last Friday
Block "C" Club, announces that night.
In the absence of the
the Block "C" Club will give two President, the meeting was presidinformal dances a month in the ed over by Vice-President A. C.
big "gym."
These dances, which Link. J. E. Youngblood, the presiwill round out Clemson's social dent of the Senior class and of the
calendar equal to that of other Student Body, was also present.
colleges of the South, will be given
The meeting w&.s conducted in
on Saturday/nights from 8:30 to an orderly manner, and a serious(Conti/iued on page 2) )
(Continued on page 2) )

Clemson opened her 31st year
with a total enrollment of
one
thousand, one hundred fifteen students.
This does not include a
number of men who made application but who have not yet reported. The class of 1930 has the
largest.
The class hours
have
been
changed so that classes begin at
eight o'clock now, and chapel is
held twice a week, from 12 to 1 on
Tuesdays and Thursdays.
While
this arrangement causes a little
rush in the morning and makes the
morning seem much longer, with—
the new ,no "off limits" rule it is
quite convenient for a student may
now have time to go to Seneca,
Central, Pendleton or even to Anderson and get back on time. As
chapel will be held only twice a
week, Pres. Sikes plans to have
some noted speaker, educator or
business man address the Corp at
this time.

SENIORS NOMINATE
GLASS OFFICERS
ANDJOUNCILMEN
The Senior class met in chapel,
last Thursday night to
nominate
the remainder of the class officers
for the year and also to name
candidates for the class council.
According to the new constitution
that was adopted last year candidates were nominated from
the
floor for each office and were then
voted upon by a popular vole, the
two candidates for each office who
received the most votes being declaired nominees to foe elected in a
general election on S?ptenvber 23
The .president of the class having been already elected last spring
nominations were made only for
vice-president,
secretary-treasurer^
and historian.
The nominees for
these three offices are as follows:
for vic°-'iresidency, E. M. Long and
C. B. McLeod; for secretary-treasurer. C. P. West and J. W. Adams;
for Historian, C. N. Whilden and C,
C. Faust.
Besides being nominees for these
class offices these men are
also
candidates for the council Their
names are to be placed on the
ticket along with the other nominees for the council. Nominees for
the class council are T. R. Little,
C. C. Newman, J. H. Rickborn, H.
K. Brabham, S. L. Gillespie, W. J.
Berry, W. L. Baker, E. C. Hayden,
T. J. Hendrix, J. H. Baker, J. R.
McTeer. J. N. King, J. R. Cooper,
F. J. Fishburne, and J. K. Avent.
Undertaker:
"You
wouldn't
cough so much if you didn't drink
so much beer."
Cougher: "Just like you undertakers: always laying the coffin on
the bier."
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APPOINTMENT OF CADET OFFICERS
ANNOUNCED 8Y GENERAL ORDERS
"HE

ROARS

FOR

CLEMSON"
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EDITORIAL
AT THE THROTTLE AGAIN
Once again the wheels have begun to turn, and The Tiger
starts oat on a new year, this issue being the beginning. As
in the past The Tiger intends to render wholehearted support
to Clemson and the ideals for which Clemson stands. Not only
do we intend to present Clemson news but we also mean to
make this sheet the organ and advocate of student thought,
not extremley radical nor entirely conservative, but, we hope,
wisely and judiciously. We hope you like The Tiger this year.
Help us make it better.
TO OUR RATS
We have with us this year more new men than we have ever
had before. We welcome them to Tigertown, and to these
"newboys" we claim as our very own we would say one thing:
Let your loyalty to Clemson never die. Make your love for
your Alma Mater as sacred as your religion, and whatever the
future uncovers for you do not relinquish that loyalty for YOUR
school.
FOOTBALL
Much has been said in another place about our prospective
football team, but we cannot let an opportunity go by without
saying something of these Tigers who have been working so
earnestly for the past week in order to put out a machine that
is going to chew up everything that gets in front of it this year.
We wish them luck, and will continue to do so even after the
last touchdown is made and the last whistle is blown. We are
all back of you, Tigers. May all success be yours.
A new wrinkle in The Tiger's
long and checkered career is a reporters' club. This club is to be an
orgonization of students who are
willing and have the desire to obtain experience in work on the college paper. John Kershaw, who is
and old member of The Tiger staff,
is to 'be at the head of the club.
He will train volunteers and assign
work each week to these cub reporters, and to locating new material for future staffs of this paper. Call on him now and get lined up for some real pleasure as
well as some valuable experience.
There is a vacancy on the staff just
now. You may get that position.
Why not try it out.

To the three upper
classmen
"The Chronicle" needs no introduction. To the freshman class we
wish to say that "The Chronicle" is
the literary magazine of the school.
It is published once a month for
eight months of the school year.
The first issue will be out about
October first.
In order to m&Ke this a first
rate publication the support of the
entire student body is necessary.
Stories, poems, plays, essays, and
orations make up the material for
the publication. The editor is always glad to confer with anyone
who wishes to submit
material.
The editor is Mr. Youngblood. His
room number is 133. Get in touch
with him.
Criticisms are asked for.

To our contemporaries, Taps and
W. C. Brown, Editor of Taps,
The Chronicle, we extend our best
wishes for a successful year. May and J. H. Baker, Business Manager
your efforts meet with unlimited together with their staff of assistants have made an early start on
success.

JUNIOR NOMINATE
CANDIDATE FOR OFFICE

(Continued from page 1)
ness of purpose
was
noticeable
among most of the men present.
offices
Appointments of cadet officers Milian, R. F; Maddox, W. B.; Mtr- Candidates for the class
and non-commissioned officers have shall, L. E.; Martin, C. R-; Mater, were nominated from the floor,
been announced in general orders ' H; Miller, H S.; Moore, F. 3; and two of the candidates for each
Moorer, R. Q; Motes, J. H; Mir- office were elected by a popular
They are as follows.
dock, E. C; O'Dell, J. V.; 0'Qui.n, ballot as nominees to be voted on
Colonel—Baker, J. H
Colonel—Marshall, (J. D.; Pearman, S. D; Pearman, F. at the general election. NominaLieutenant
E; Poe, H. D; Poore, M. L; Prile- tions were then made for the class
R. M.
Majors—Avent, J. K.;
Brabham, more, R. G.; Ray, C. E.; Rose, .V. Council.
The men nominated for the class
T; Sanders, L. F.; Scott, W. i;
H. K; West, C. P.
Captains—Brown, W. C. (Band) Sexton, E. W; Shands,
H. ,.; offices are: For President, W. R
Berry, W. J.; Brodie,
G.
H; Sharp, H. D;
Smoak, K. .; O'dell and G. F. Klugh; for ViceCooper, J. R. (Chaplain); Garri- Stevenson, M. B. Strowman, C. \; President, B. H. Cuttino and C.
Britt; for
Secretary
and
son, R. H; Haskell, A. C; James, Sober, J. C; Stroman, J. W; Ty- E.
J. H; King, J. N; Little, T. R; lor, R A.; Tiencken, W. P.; Ton- Treasurer, M. D. Crook and J. T.
Mitchell, R. H; McTeer, J.
R.; sen, T. P.; Valley, J. B.; VogelL. Beason; for Historian, G. H. DunNewman, C. C; (Staff); Ross, D. J.; Webb, E. H; Wiel, J H; Vjt, lap and A. C. Link. T hese eight
H. (Staff) ; Seaborn, L. A. (Adjut- W P.; Whitten, S. E; Williams. L; men automatically become candiant) ; Russell, H. E.; Whilden, C. Wingo, D. L; Wray, W. J.; Wrln, dates for membership to the Class
Council.
The Constitution
proN; Youngblood, J. E.
C. D.; Yarborough, R. W.
vides for twenty candidates
for
First Lieutenants—Adams, J. W;
CounciLmen—the other twelve
to
Anderson, R. D.; Austin, P. B.; BLOCK "C" CLUB TO
be elected from the class. Ten of
Bryce, C. W; Corbett, T. B; CureSPONSOR INFORMAL DASE the twenty candidates
will be
ton, R. H; Donaldson, J. H; Earle,
elected Councilmen at the general
J. E; Fishburne, F. J. (Bn. Adjut(Continued from page' 1)
election.
The twenty candidates
ant); Gillespie, S. L.; Hu.tchins, G. 11:30 o'clock.
the eight nominees for class
S. (Band); Hendrix, T. J.; Hicks,
The first dance of this -se.s are
M. H; Jones, R. C; Kershaw, J; will be given Sept. 18, folio? ,g offices and L. W. Shelly, W. W.
Hudgens, T. L. Hughston, L. B.
(Bn. Adjutant) Lee, S. A.; Milling the Erskine game.
The
N
HusJ. A. (Bn. Adjutant) MoCracken, jungJeer orchestra of nine pi s Moore, Reid Davis, Henry
H. E.; McDaniel, S. W; Martin, will render the music
for
s bands, L. S. Davidson. A. P. Wylie,
W. T.; Parler, M. L; Reynolds, C. dance.
J. W. Cunningham, W. P. TimmerOur Tiger Orchestra
M; Rosamond, J. E; Smith, T. E; acquired several new men who [l man, and B. C Harvey.
Stoutamire, H. L.; Warren, J. H.; add greatly to the redition of
The candidates will be voted on
West, W.
(D. and B. C.)
Rick- music.
by Australian Ballot at ibhe general
born, J. H.
election on September 24.
Freshmen will
be allowed
Second
Lieutenant—Alexander, have girls to these dances the sfe
S. R; Aull, J. L; Brock, J. L; Buie, as other cadets, but no cad-t ,]
Bob Pickens said, "money may
G. S; Baldwin, H. L; Dobson, C. be allowed to keep his girl on ? talk, but all mine ever says is
R; Greene, J. W; Herron, J. L.; campus except for the durationf goodbye."
Long, E. M; M'cLeod, C. E; Sams, the dance.
The service unHti
R. O; Wilson, J. II; Whetsell, J. A; with blouse, white shirt, and bl we are firmly behind them by
;
Cromer, L. E. (Band); Causey, O. necktie will be worn.
turning out a big crowd for their
R; Cannon. J. P; Chrietzberg, C.
Come on Cadets!
Let's st hops, the proceeds of which go to
H.; Dill, R. C; Ethredge, T J.; the wearers of the Block "C" t ' the upkeep of the Club's room.
Gilmore, H. L; Kitchen. T.
W;
Massey, L. B.; Major, J. D; Smith,
■0. T; Whi'te, A. H.
Master Sergeants—Wylie, A. P. HaagHSiiissisasaffi^
and Jones. M. A.
Staff Sergeants—.Smith, T. W.;
Hughston, T. L. and Rutledge, J.
«
R.
Color Sergeants—Pickens, R. O.,
and Alexander. D. O.
m
First Sergeants—Burgiss, R. H.;
m
E\rit+, C. E.: Dal-gan, W. C; Glaze,
C. H.; Hanner. T. G.; Hudgens,
$2.50 Clemson Bek ife-ktime Buckles __ $1.00
W. W.; Klugh, G. F.; Link, A. C;
Stoppelbein, H. E.; Taylor, H. K.;
Clemson Pennant
$1.50 to $3.50
Whilden, J. E.; Fowler, B. R.
Drum Major—Farrar, M. B.
Pillow Tops
To 'be Sergeants:
$3.00 to $4.50
Abbot, W. B; Allison, H. M;
H
Avent, J. J.; Barron, W. H.; BarWatch Fobs
|
$1.00
ton, L. S.; Beason, J. P.; Bell, J.
L.; Berry, L. E.; Bickley, B. L.;
Sterling Silver Git anity
$7.50
Brogdon, W. J.; Bryan, C.
A.;
Bryce, G T.; Burley, J. E.; CampLefax Note Books
$0.85
bell, T. A.; Carrol, G. H.; Clark,
J H.; Crook, M. D.; Cunningham,
J. W.; Cuttino. B. S.; Cuttino, B.
H.; Davidson, L. S.; Davis, R. R.;
a
Dozier, J. P.; Dunlap, G. H;; Eskew. H. L.; Garrison, J. C; Ginn,
R. J.; Green, C. D.; Hair. J. C;
Hane. A. W; Hane, H. L; Herd. L.
COME BY
M.: Hart, L. W.; Hewlett. L. M.;
LOOK 'EM OVER
Hicks, J. O.; Hightower, R.
E.;
Husbands, H.: James. F. G.; Jones,
J. A.; McPhail. S.; Marchbanks, J.
C; Merer. C. W.; Midkiff, B. R.;
Moore, J. M.; Mundy, J. P.: O'Dell,
W. R.; Parker, W. E.; Pressle.v
W H.: Pruitt. W. R.: Richev, B.
R; Seaborn. W. M.: Shellev, J. W;
Smith. R. L; Stutts. R. T.: Timmerman. W. P.; Turner, W. B.;
M 135
Waller, P. F W.: Welborn, W. B.;
White. L. M; Williams. H. L; Wingard. B. F.; White, R. B.
BBHlElllllllBllgiaaBBlBlllHlS: Jftg) fa|giaiggaig|g^lgigWHlW|g|HI»IWKBl^iS||g|iiHa
To be Cornora.ls:
Anderson. C. E.: Andrews, G. T:
Barrv, W. S.: Barton, O. R.: Berry,
asBsssi^Kggj n ;■:: x ::::. S ;i v .-:;.■;;!;?:;:;;>:-KY. C ::::::;:::
H. B.; Blankenship. J. M.: Cain.
n. M: Calhoun. R. G: Calahan. J.
T? : Carter, P.. C: O'lw'hinaii. John II
M.: Clut.tv. M. G : Clyburr.. P. M.; g
Clvibnrn. W. P.: Co.bb, G. P: Coke".
m
W. T; Conelan<l. P. H: Cornwall.
■R. V.: Crossed, R. E'.: Cuin. r>.:
Cunningham. H. W.: Davis. M. <^.:
Tiavis. J. M.: Dickinson, Cf.
M.:
Dill. T. E; Duffy, A. H.: Eison, F.
T : Ellis. J. T.; TPanVkenben-y. n.
Til.; Graham. L. H : Gray, J w:
TTnm^ett. n D.: Har+er, J. W.: «i

SPECIAL 3ARGAINS!

A SPECIAL LI
ST

The

CLEMSON SEAL

it Store

J. OJjties Co.

Tiorvin. S

A.:

H^wTrlns.

L

IREIVILLE.

Tn

.;

TJ'p-uins. F E.: Hoefer. W.
H.;
TJoVp. F\ M : Jackson. C. A.: J"rf<vr«. n; Jenkins. J. M.: Jon°s. TT.
W- TCino-. f!. J : T.a.aTiinnt.te, T\ W:

nix-^vle-v. T. H- McCaule^. H. T :
"WrOee. H. A; MIcLesky, J. J. Mc-

CompletfM Outers to College
Men for|h< it Hventy years.

a

f

>ieir publictaion aM they nromiso
u«> an annual that will surpass all
T>rpced'Tig volumes of .the C'emsori -;
YpoT-bn.ik. Do not fail'to subscribe
to Tap*;.
HHHHHHlElBlHHIw®
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sl1
JhBf Do you still rui around
wit" e ''^p.t little blonde?
^•"She is married now."
Will you answer my question.'

*

"Wl 11, well," said our absentmind|
professor as be stood in
the
athtub, "Now what did I get
in I bre for?"—Ex.
^H6

w
°nder who tne freshman
*^at walked UP t° Captain
L0 J| and inquired if he was Captain
wa
W
e

'lfrg—Tiger.

oung Bride (at night, in Pulltan berth)—Honey, Honey?
Man (in next berth)—Confound
ft madam, this is a sleeping car,
[not a bee hive!"—Ex.

f

There are three classes of girls
—the beautiful, the
intellectual,
I see the tailor has a law suij and the majority.-—Medley.
10 Ways To Tell a Freshman inst him."
1. By his shaved head
Husband—If I should die would
Breach of promise?'
„
/|
2. By his dumhness
No, promise of breeches.
( you marry again?
3. By his shyness
Wife (a movie star). You funny
4. By his new uniform
as anyone seen the "Hot M''l man. What gives you the idea I'll
5. By the way he sits down
wait for that?
from Great Neck or the
6. By his greeness
,' from Oyster Bay?
7. By his dumbness
Professor in Botany—Will some
8. By his dumbness
I call my Sweetheart oatnf* one please explain why the com9. By his dumbness
mon house fly will often sit for
tuse she is so mushy.
10. By his dumbness
some
time
seemingly—in—ah—
ldf)ust
G0
Option By his greeness
"
,
concentration?"
»The following articles will bepake it from us tne
Optician's Son—"Probably the
lued to Freshman this week:
,.s know all the dirt.
blame thing's trying to remember
1. Skirmish lines
where she left her specks."—Sel.
2. Blank files
ie—I call my sw
3 Pivots.
}
4 Ranks (both front and rear)e—Why?
5 Dresses (right and left)
e—Because every _
All Freshman desiring any ofmakes more -progi^
;
the above articles may obtain same
from Capt. Oherg.
sar Doc: What is^
Any Freshman desiring to pur- to prevent diseP|
chase a seat in chapel for the g insects?
^
coming year please make applica-3ar patient:
bt|
tion for same to the writer of this;.
*
article.
,,, ,
lell yes!" shou
Fair one's Father: Last evening Terea. the telep
young man, I saw my daughter out
—there sitting on your lap.
What e wonder n
have you to say?
'.en for "Radc
Red Mitchell. Nothing Sir, except
that I got here early, before the iets and oneid legs;
others.
' with feathe,
\ yeggs;
■
'/ as tough a
Things Freshmen Should Know ^eat >em
/jwed;
-,?gs ar
1 How to iboil like an egg
2 Where to get Section Marcher
C! q T)T6S

HB

3 How to appear sensible
4 Where to sign the Corporal list,
5 How to saute upside down.
6 Where to go when classes are
over.
. .
7 How to run for Commissioner
8 Where the Parade-rests are
kept
9 How ' to be carefull
10 Where the snake-dances
11 How to get the lead out.
12 Where my room is
13 Why Red likes "Cheekam"
14 Where Kershaw spends his va
cant hours
15 Why is Clemson College
1 Who is Rev.-Eille

m
m
M
m
M
g|
-

are

eggs supreme;
's dairy cream;
nn every team—

jggggSSffiEaHHHHHBH
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er

Clemso|^
Save^XO
MER
MY CLEMSON #^J
, nF FR1L
BE HERE THURS l}Ur

THEY'RE GOOD!

,

Jii3.fhmg

READY TO SERVE L.F
\ ol?.
MERCH

M

n

HOKE &
An old Clemson man ii»

'HOLTZY"

CONDUCTS VESPERS

The boys
at Vesper
services
Sunday night experienced a rare
treat in the form of a reading by
"Holtzy" from Dean Brown's book
of "Yale Talks," on the "Fighting
ing Instinct." He brought out the
fact that a Christian
can
and
should fight when necessity arises.
It is not becoming of a man not
to protect his loved ones and his
personal rights.
The new Victrola added much to
the service in that It was something new. It is hoped that the
new Victrola will be used each
Sunday night at Vespers.
The attendance was very good
for the start. We hope that the
attendance will increase.
A young Dutchman came rushing into a railway station and demanded a ticket to Hell.
"Why we haven't any train that
goes there." said the agent.
"Dot's funny! "replied the Dutchman. "I'm sure dot's var the boss
told me to go."—Sec.
Many a true word
has been
spoken between false teeth.—Ex.

kroei

lemson,

peg-tops
were in flower
PRINCE ALBERT has been the campus favorite
since the days of long-haired fullbacks, high
button shoes, turtle-neck sweaters, and handpainted dormitory cushions. This same wonderful tobacco is even more popular in these
days of plus-fours.
And no wonder. Throw back the hinged
lid of the familiar red tin and release that rare
aroma of real tobacco! Tuck a load into your
pipe and pull that fragrant P. A. smoke up the
stem! That's Prince Albert, Fellows! Nothing
like it anywhere^
When problems press and your spirits slip
over into the minus column, just get out your
jimmy-pipe and load up with this really friendly
tobacco. P. A. is so kind to your tongue and
throat and general disposition. Buy a tidy red
tin today.

PRIN
—no other tobacco is like it!

And 100 Perce.
© 1926, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.

1
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That Clemson's fame reaches all
parts of the country is evident
from a letter from
the
United
States Military Academy at West
Point to the editor of this paper.
In this letter Lt. W. R. Fleming
Intelligence Officer at the Academy
writes that Cadet M. E. Bradley,
who formerly
attended
Clemson
College and is now at West Point,
has made the freshman football
team at the Point, an attainment
which is considered very high and
is much sought after by the Plebes.
Lt. Fleming also states that Cadet
Bradley has exhibited ability and
willingness to take advantage of
the splendid opportunity
offered
him to learn the game and advance to higher squads
Cadet Bradley is the
son
of
Professor M. E. Bradley of Clemson College. He attended the Calhoun-Clemson High School
here
and upon graduation spent two
years as a cadet at Clemson College, during which time he made
good records in Ms scholastic work
besides making a host of friends
in barracks.

Y. M. C. A, NOTES

When

_egss sedate;
won.t sit up strait

r—^

FORMER STUDENT OF
CLEMSON MAKES RAT
TEAM AT WEST POINT

P. A, i* sold everywhere in
tidy red tins, pound and halfpound tin humidors, and
pound crystal'giass humidors
with sponge-moistener top.
And always with every bit
of bite and parch removed by
the Prince Albert process.
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NEW LIBRARY NOW KERSHAW CALLS FO
OPEN TO STUDENTS VOLUNTEERS TO FOltM
A REPORTERS GL
The Several Libraries of Col-

E E

"JUDGI KELLER

The Freshmen were the recipents of
many
entertainments
given in their honor during the
past week. Among these delightlege Now Combined in
full gatherings were the social at
To promote interest in the "Ti
i
the Presbyterian Manse WednesBE
Same Building
ger," and with the hope of trail>OUl
UN Kj
l
BUYING
day night, the Baptist social Thursing men for future places on tl\e
day night at Dr. Sikes', the social
One of the
most
important Tiger staff the Tiger is sponsoring
Friday night
at the
Methodist
Church, the social Monday night ait changes to take place on the cam- a reporters club. Any man who i
pus during the summer
months interested in newspaper work, nc\1
the Episcopal Rectory.
was the removal of the
library matter what class he is in or what ,
Mrs.
George Dean,
of Kings from its old rooms in the Admisis- experience he has had he is invitMountain, N. C, is spending a few •tration building to the newly re- ed to enroll in the club.
days on the campus as the guest built Agricultural Hall which was
A New and plete Line of Dress
Various
assignments will
be
of Mrs. D. H. Henry.
planned to he used entirely as a made to everyone and the man
ar
Mrs. Albert Jones, of Batesburg, library building when growth de- turning in the best story of his
Wee;Shoes
A DMV i «„.
Mce
visited Mrs. Daniels jduring the mands it. At present much space assignment will have his article
ARMY
LOCKERS
past week.
published
in
the
"Tiger".
All
men
is being used for offices and class$5.75
(V
Among the girls of the campus rooms which will eventually
be who are interested in this work are
they
last)
asked to come by room 357 somethat have departed for college are: turned over to the library.
Misses Evelyn Daniels, Elizabeth
The Experiment station library time between to-day and Sunday.
B
^aaEllBllliaBBlHiailHHiiBiiagiiiiiBEJBigigigg
Dargan, Mildred
Newman, Gene as such, no longer exists, having
Klugh, Nettie McHugh, Antinette been
combined
with the
main
I can see your side all right,
'The sweetest Girl I (
Earle, Margaret Chambers to Win- librarv, the whole being known as ,said the man, looking at the baththrop College; Misses Mary Bryan the Clemson College Library. _ It | ing beauty.—Cornell Widow.
A casualty insurance
company
a ed'"
SJd gay young Malcolm,
and Mary Mills to Converse Col- occupies a large combined reading
that has required some additional
>sed powdered sugar o evidence to support a claim relege; Miss Amye Sloan to Lucy and reference room on the first
'ace,
Cobb; and Miss Roxana Eaton to floor and an agricultural seminar to become accustomed to their new
cently received a letter from the'
nstead of talcum." BX widow of the insured, which read:
St. Marys.
on the second which is entered by duties and to the regulations and
Mr. Walter iSikes left for Wash- the side door of the building. Here customs of the college, thereby a"I have so much trouble getting
will be found all material pertain- voiding a great deal of confusion
ington and Lee Tuesday.
It in't what a gir'1 know: my money that I sometimes almost
1
ing
to
agriculture,
books,
periodibothe
when the regular work starts.
The Wednesday Morning Bridge
us, bjut how a.
she lean think I wish my husband were not"
Club convened at a very enjoyable cals, experiment and extension as
dead."—The Continent (Chicago).
well
as
government
publications.
meeting at Mrs. Calhoun's.
The closed stack system has
The Womans' Club enjoyed a been inaugurated as being m acvery delightful
meeting Monday cord with the best college libraries
afternoon at the If. M. C. A. Mrs all over the country. This means
Cole presided over this meeting.
that no student will be f °Jed ™
Mrs. Anne Watson, of Green- get his books directly from
the
n
wood, is t e guest of Mrs. Townes. stacks but must first consult the
Mrs. Earle gave a very delight- card catalog, write the ca 11 num
ful entertainment Friday afternoon ber of the book, author, title, ana
in honor of Mrs. Anne Watson, of Ms own name in the places- indiGreenwood.
cated, present it to the person
The D. A. R. gave a dance Fri- the desk who will then get it for
day evening in the big "gym" for Mm from the stacks.
This may
the Freshmen. The music for the pause some confusion among tne
occasion was furnished by an or- f] f„J=T first but consulting the
° tofifS training especially
chestra from Seneca.
Miss Earline Bishop, graduate of Sen'engaid * research work in
Winthrop, from Alken takes
the 0t
ie
Sferencr
books are
arranged
place in the Treasurers office left
r
vacant by the resignation of Miss arS \he wans - -it^ence
Patterson.
Miss Bishop's position
-ro^s^ery ne^book
is Assistant to the Treasurer.
Mif.LS'-^Aniirne Felder, graduate of which is added to tne
V, withop, from Sunnter takes the bS °% dithaT every one may have
0
place of Miss Trowbridge.
Miss room so
that evey
th
over.
^_
Felder is secretary to Mr. Bryan an opportunity to look them
The growth of the l
^
of the Extension Department.
'
nends upon its use.
.
Tlie
habit, of ^f^J'TS
you
so
librarians arethereJ° {or informarlo not hesitate to asK
tion at any time.
for transporting coal from ^^esWo nVerAa^-^H pennSyivama m/ne

CLEMSON PENjrs, MEMORY BOOKS
NOVELTIES

i

NUMEROUS GUANOES
IN PERSONNEL OF
FACULTY ANNOUNCE FRESHMEN AGAIN

REPORT TO GOLLESE
AHEAD OF OLD MEN

The president's office
has announced numerous changes in the
personnel of the faculty. T . L.
Ayers, a Clemson graduate who has
been stationed at Seneca, has been
The Freshmen arrived at Clemtransferred to the college as AssoFollowing
ciate Professor of Agric. Education. son on September 1.
O. P. Rhyne, Ph. D. of Johns Hop- the custom of last year, they came
upper
kins University, with post doctor- a week earlier than the
ate work at the
University
of classmen so that they would have
opportunity to become accus•Heidleberg and at riarvard, will be an
Professor of Modern Languages. tomed to their new duties and to
the
Other
appointments
announced the various departments of
regular work
are: H.
J. Henderson,
Clemson school before the
Members of the Staff,
graduate, Instructor in Zoology and started.
Entomology: R. R. Ritchie, gra- Company Commanders, and First
Freshduate of Iowa State College, In- Sergeants came with the
structor in Animal Husbandry; A. men to take charge of them, inC. Edmunds, University of Virginia struct them in their new duties,
graduate, Instructor in English; J. and assist them in every way posE. Carver, Uni. of Richmond, In- sible.
Dr. Sites addressed the Freshstructor in English; L. C. McAlister, Clemson Assistant Entomolo- men, welcoming them to Clemson.
gist; B. D. Ezell. Clemson, Instruc- The head of each department of
also talked to them,
tor in Horticulture; K. H. Freer, instruction
Uni. of Pennsylvania,
Instructor outlining the various courses, and
in Drawing; H. W. Blandford, pro- telling what each offered, so that
moted from Fellow in Civil Engi- those who were undecided could
neering to Instructor in that di- choose their courses wisely.
The Freshmen were given physivision; H. S. Tate, Clemson, transferred from Central to the college cal examinations for membership
as Assistant Professor of Industrial in the R. O. T. C, and intelligence
Education; W. C. Jensen.
trans- tests for the purpose of dividing
ferred to position of acting head them in sections. All the routine
of division of Agricultural Econo- of assignment to sections and classes, measuring for uniforms, and so
mics.
during
the
T. S. Buie, former acting head on, was completed
of Agronomy division, has 'been ap- week. They were shown about the
pointed to this position permanent- various buildings and departments
ly. He has been given a year's of the college, and had the funcleave of absence in which to study tions of each department explainat Iowa State College.
For the ed to them.
This plan, of having the Freshcoming session, R. W. Hamilton,
extension
specialist in agronomy, men come to the college a week
has been transferred to the col- before the upperclassmen arrived
in
many
lege as professor of aeronomy and has proved successful
ways.
They have an opportunity
acting head of the division.

t*>

'^•berate this conveyor.

m

90,000 Wheelbam^L one hand
Abittonispi>s
to
W,n^-An
electric motor goes
to
wrk,
follow"
£^£>otherandstm
others
Ziyi's of a belt conveyor
fourjailes lorl i operation!

1
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y 1 eady stream from T
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The General Electric Company
has devoted years of study to
material-handling and transportation problems. In its own
vast plants the handling and
moving of materials and products have been simplified to
the highest degree, thus providing a daily demonstration of
the value of electricity.
A series of G-E advertisements
showing what electricity is
doing in many fields will be
sent on request. Ask for booklet GEK-1.

G
gahe •iver ?j arges on the Mononan controls it with no
more fort or "■^an
switc^utton* irn than pressing
• inciity pushes it.
Noto convex
andkL but
elevatl 8tSLrki 10L0' "^w*T"^
materL Sr ')comotives, and other
flexibitf
'uipment have gained
Q ni
throus \ . *ity>and ease of control
lectnc ic)rization.
1
educatJ ,'s Vf way or another is the
In life. And electricity,
ever at!
still mf^ t,, is moving more and
new wlfou igs which move this
bi

foj
GENERAL
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CTRIC
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The ^Pilot's Letter
Forest Park, 111.
June 16,1926
The Parker Pen Company,
Gentlemen:
At 4:10 P. M. yesterday I took off in
my Yackey plane from Checkerboard
field. When I reached an altitude of
3000 feet I leaned over the side and
dropped a Parker Over-size Duofold
Pen. A few minutes later I made a
landing near my starting point, and a
crowd was examining the same Parker
Duofold pen, which had landed on
hard ground. To my great surprise,
the pen had not been damaged in the
slightest by its 3000 feet drop.

/£fc£a!km&*_
Signed with the Parker that
dropped SOQQfeet,

Start School
PARKER

fcoFoJ
■PEN

with a Pen
that won't
Break-

Dropped 3000 feet!
\7ES, the Parker Duofold Pen
■*• was tossed from an aeroplane
at dizzy altitude to test our new
Non-Breakable material "Permanite," and landed 3000 feet below
—unharmed.
Tests such as this are the best
guarantees that a pen will last
practically forever.
For a year we kept secret the
fact that Parker Duofold Pens and
Pencils have barrels of this new
lustrous, beautiful, light-weight
Permanite until a whole series of
heroic demonstrations proved
that it does not break.
This black-tipped lacquer-red
beauty is not only the smartest,
shapeliest pen, but the greatest
writing instrument the world has
ever seen. Its yielding, supersmooth point is guaranteed 25
years not only for mechanical perfection but for wear.
Choose your point and color at
any good pen counter. But look
with care for the name "Geo. S.
Parker" on the barrel—the mark
of highest excellence.
Parker Duolold Pencils to match the Pens:
Lady Duolold, $3; Over-size Jr., $3.50;
"Big Brother" Over-size, $4
THE PARKER PEN COMPANY, JANESVILLE, WISCONSIN
OFFICES AND SUBSIDIARIES:

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • ATLANTA • DALLAS
SAN FRANCISCO . TORONTO. CANADA
LONDON, ENGLAND

Paar&er
\
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luchij Curve Feed %fand l^Year Point1
Duofold Jr. $5

Lady Duofold $5

NEW SHOP BUILDING
TO REPLACE OLD ONE
IS NEARLY COMPLETE

i|! if 5! K ;:'.;•: ■'• ■■ ■• '-'• '■• " ■' " '-• " ".» >• '* liillliiit 1111 gsj.!:;;:;; j; j; s: ;; ;; itill; ;• :f ■ v; ■• - ;: n.:: M

Watch for "Colonel" The Black Tiger
Every Morning

"MzKora-Iadets"

Work on the new Shop Buildings
a
was authorized to begin on July
the ninth, and they are to
be
finished and ready for occupancy
this week, which is a record break- «:
ing achievement in this part of the
country.
(Which has helped to send such
The front building is 2 0ft. by
70ft. It is built of brick and re- a
men as "Jack" Chandler, "Little
inforced concrete, and is faced with
texture brick and trimmed with
Stonewall" Jackson and other
limestone. The first floor contains
offices and classrooms. The second
floor consists of one large classequally famous athletes to Clemson
room.
The rear building is 208ft. by
9 6ft.
It is of steel construction
on brick and reinforced concrete
foundations.
It contains a maHave your Shoes "Ms Sold and "Healed"
chine shop, forge shop, foundry,
and a class wood shop. The mahere also
chine shop, forge shop, and foundry each ihave abasements.
The
a
You have the "Jack" and we have the Service.
building is the most modern type
H
of shop building, and the equipLet's
do
business
ment will be the latest improved
1
types.
§1
1
The contractors for the foundation masonry and front building
are C. 'M. Guest & Son of Anderson who have erected other buildStudent Manager
Room 905, New Barracks
ings at Clemson.
The contractor
for the steel building is Truscon
Steel Co. of Youngstown,
Ohio.
Rudolph E. Lee of Clemson was BBaaaaaaiiaKaHaaaaaaaaaaaaaaHasaaasaaaaaaBaHaaaaaaBaia?
the architect.

THE TIGER

PRESSING CLUB

CLEANS, PRESSES AND TAILORS CLOTHES

1

M. H. "Ickie" JONES,

CLEMSON MEN HELP
EDIT GAM? PAPERS
Clemson men invaded two of Uncle Sam's military strongholds this
summer and ere they had left to
return to their native soils they
lelt many memorable marks in
their wake.
Besides the various,
honors won in the field of sport the
Tigers also took laurels in the
journal world of ' these training
camps.
When the call was sent out for
students of the colleges represented
at Camp McLellan to help in the
editing of the "Camp McClellan
Messenger" a large number of men
responded. Among this number
were two Clemson men, Cadet
"Cutty" Ross and Cadet E. W.
Carpenter who were highly instrumental in making "The Messenger!' a first class sheet. Both of
these men have had experience on
Clemscn publications and were
well able to offer expert assistance.
At Plattsburg, N. Y., there was
another group of Tigers also winning honors for their alma mater.
These men with John Kershaw at
their head edited and published a
Clemson number of "The Peepsight", the Platsburg paper. The
sheet that they put out was highly a Clemson sheet, having a large
Tiger head in a gigantic "C" with
the inscription "He Roars for
Clemson" below. The paper contains Clemson news as well as an
editorial on the Tiger's Lair and
the Alma Mater.

THREE TIGERS WIN
NATIONAL HONORS

aaaaaBsasaKaaaaaaiaaBBiSBigiBigiir sinin^nnit n*«,» &*. nnniiiiii m.«LOJM
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Attention Cadets

a

ii

a
ii

We are pleased to announce to Corps of Cadets
and the people of Clemson that we will again
have agents at Clemson College. Having served
you with a brand of service unexcelled by any
for the past two years we wish to solicit your
business for a third year.
Our men will be by to see you. So look out for
them.

-i

FACTORY WORKMANSHIP
24 HOUR SERVICE

Greenville Shoe Hospital
a

Clemson's Three-Man-Track Team
has brought more glory to Clemson
from the National Intercollegiate
Track Meet at Chicago last June. i
O'Dell won second place in the pole
vault, reaching the dizzy height of
This is about six
i;::::: xlO&.$;g@BBBB8E :;:;;;;::; iGlllilli XTllDlllii llSLli it 1111111111 JOillHSBBll gEHS 1 thirteen feet.
inches from the world record and
K
K
this year we are looking forward
K
to O'Dell's breaking it
Wallace Roy qualified for the
finals in the 440 yard dash and
SUBSCRIBE TO
Newman showed up well in the half
mile run.
Clemson was the only
THE GREENVILLE NEWS
southern college tr1 score, thereby ' a
bringing more ho/ior to C. A. C
Delivered Daily at yoor room Before Reveille

WATCH "FLINT" AND ST. LOUIS

a
a

ii

"NOTHING BUT THE BEST"

GREENVILLE, S, G.

■■

LOCAL REPRESENTATIVES

Walsh & Cooper,
Room 159
By Guard Room

Room 243
2nd Floor Old Barracks

a
a

1

Rates: 30c Per Week or 75c Per Monrh

Baseball and Football News
"BILL" NICKLES
Room 123

"Words fJi.il me." said the small
hoy as hd flunked the spelling
exam. ->
W. Va. Moonshine.
@HBHS;::: ::;: :. ;;;::: ;:•:!- ::.:::::::::::: lillllllllllTllii; 1:;::: a :: ;cl::::: iriniiiitiiTll: " 1::: Hiram: "Was your house damaged by the cyclone?"
He—Sh-sh—little
girl.
He'3
She—(at football game) What's
Ike "Dunno.
I haven't found
hatching a touch down—Tiger.
that boy sitting on the ball for?
it yei"—Life.

^V~
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FOOTBALL AGAiN IN THE SPOTLIGHT
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VARSITY SCHEDULE
Nov. 26—Fui-man at Greenville
Sept. 18—Erskiiie at Clemson
Sept. 35—P. C. at Clemson
(Home Coming)
Oct. 3—Auburn at Auburn
Oct. 9—N. C. State at Clemson
Oct. 21—IT. of S. C. at Columbia
Oct. 28—Wofford at Spartanburg
Nov. 6—U. of Pla. at Gainesville
Nov. 13—Citadel at Clemson

ERS SHARPENIN
CLAWS FOR OPENING
SCRAP WITH««

FIELDGLASSES

THE TIGER has returned to his lair after an absence of three
months. His roar is heard every afternoon out on Rigg's Field
where he has roamed many times before. He is tuning up that
Beasts Prepare to Devour Sevoice that will be heard on many of the leading gridirons of
ceders' Flaunted Eleven
the south this fall. He has grown a great deal since last spring
Here Saturday
and indications point that he will make Bluestockings, Hurricanes, Gamecocks, Bulldogs, and many other such things give
The Tigers clash with the Erskine team for their_initial game of
him the right-of-way this season.

S\

Welcome to Clemson
May this Session be the
most successful.

:::

We invite you to inspect our
new line of goods.

OUR CLEMSON SPECIALTIES INCLUDE
Loose leaf note books
Note book fillers
Lef ax note books
Eversharp Pencils
Norris' Candies
A Special

Clemson Jewelry
Pennants
Pillow Covers
Cameras
Photographic Supplies
Line of

CLEMSON SEAL STATIONERY

the season.
Just what
is
the
strength of the Erskine eleven is
Scheaffer Fountain Pens and Script Ink
ERSKINE is the first opponent for the Tigers this year and not known, but Clemson is all set
for
them.
Rigg's
Field
has
been
Clemson is all set to start the initial game with nothing but vicput in condition, officials have
tory as a result. News has reached the Tiger camp that been procured, and everything is
"Dode" Phillips, who starred for Erskine so much several in readiness for a big attendance.
The Tigers have been working
years ago, is back at his alma mater as head coach. Many diligently
ever since the first prac- TOttMKIttlrtMt^l^MIMM^^
■g'KK MJVSIM KK *. «K IOTST IT
fans are predicting great things for him next Saturday against tice. Considering the short time
they have had they are in
the Tigers, but they had best hold their tongues for Clemson that
good shape.
Only one man has •:.mz'& si "-A1U- & «..".::':«.«.«. >i «!K« i?.L«;.K :OC:i K^llillllSlSliaSllgiaglllllllllllBlllHialiaillBlBll
is out for the spoils of the battle.
been out of the practice so far. a
He is Pete Reynolds who was taken
while on the field at first of the
THAT FAMOUS TIGER SPIRIT was manifested in the col- ill
season. He is back now and should
lege chapel last Monday night when the entire student body be in shape for the next game.
officials of the game, Guy
met there and gave yell after yell. The walls of the chapel B. Two
Early and Captain Harmon, will
FILMS AND SUPPLIES
rocked and the roof almost raised as the boys cheered. Clem- fly from Washington in an aeroplane,
landing
on
the
field
just
Films Developed and Finished
son has always had a spirit that is known the country over. prior to the game. It is thought
EXPERT WORK
Lei's keep the good work, men.
that they will do some stunt flying for the spectators before they
Campus Scenes for Sale
land.
Everyone is interested
in the
By
The corps of cadets take this
Erskine team
in as much
as
opportunity to extend their wel"Dode" Phillips, a former Erskine
H.
E.
JOHNSON
&
J. P. MEALING
come to the new assistant coach,
star will be the coach of the team
Coach Frank Padgett who is a forRoom C-23
this year. From what information
mer Clemson and Washington and
we have been able to procure it is [siaigiaiasiaHiaisiggisiassEEaaiaaHaa^
Lee man. He will fill the position
thought that the Tigers will have
of line coach to assist Coach Saunto expend to the utmost in order
ders.
We feel that the authorito defeat them.
ties have been very fortunate in
Watch those Tigers start the seasecuring such a man who comes
When football practice was "an- son off in triumph.
to us so well recommended. We nounced for the class of '30 a week
welcome you to our lair, Coach ago, it seemed that the entire class
desired laurels of the gridiron.
Padgett.
Mt
Passing of a week's hard work still
finds about 80 bald-headed huskies
Long John Returns to Action
en the job. In this squad there
When the Twenty-second Infan- looms a wealth of experienced matry called practice at Fort Ben- terial from which Coach Gilliam is
Three trophy cups and dozens of
to build
a powerful
and
ning, Georgia the other day, "Big sure
medals are the souvenirs that the
Long John" Walker answered the smooth running machine.
seniors brought back from Camp
In spite of the Short time allowcall. Walker is now a lieutenant
McClellan with them, as witnesses
Clemson supporters and follow- to the contests they won. To say
in the army at this camp. He was ed them to get in form, the RATS
a mainstay on the Tiger football showed much fight as they sought ers will ibe interested in the ad- that these Tigers were successful
team for the past three years. If to get revenge on the upper class- dition of Coach Frank Padgett as would not be enough. They won
he performs as" well on the In- men in Saturday's scrimmage with an assistant coach. He will have honors, served on kitchen police,
fantry team as he did here it is ithe varsity. The Rats, who have the position of line coach under made hosts of friends from other
safe to predict that they will be not yet developed an offensive, re- Head Coach Bud Saunders. Coach schools, and made the name
2 PEPPERMINT
of
mained on defense during the en- Padgett is a former Clemson foot- Clemson respected
as proud of him as Clemson is.
by all
with
FLAVOR
tire fray.
Coach Gilliam used ball star. He .played here for a whom they came in contact.
Masting treat
PETE
REYNOLDS
has
been numerous men for all
positions few years and then went to WashTo name all those who brought
uncovering
several
dark ington and Lee where he again honor to their school would take
missed on -the football squad for thus
and good for
Since leaving Wash- considerable space for there was a
the past several days due to ill- horses. According to the present won fame.
teeth, appetite,
ness that set in during the first outlook, we predict nothing less ington and Lee he has been coach- large number of Tigers down at
and digestion.
few days of practice He is back than a state championship for the ing at Wofford and Saluda High. camp, but to tell what they did
He
comes
here
from
the
latter
out now and everyone is looking new Tiger Cubs.
will serve better.
G125
to see Pete perform even better
Some of
the ex-High
School place.
Yesterday in chapel Dr. Bikes
Coach Cul Richards who coached called for a report of the activities
stars who are fighting for berths
than he did last fall.
on tho team, are: Padgett. Pitt"., the freshmen last season will as- at camp and the report that was
this forthcoming was. in no way to be
THE FRESHMEN are rapidly and McMillian. bright
lights
in sist in coaching the varsity
"Tink" Gillam will have sneezed at.
rounding into shape as these hot Saluda's backfield; McCarley. As- year.
Clemson took three
days pass.
Some of the leading bill, and Mouledous of Columbia's charge of the same men wlioni he undisputed titles, which was one
hiih school players in the state are state championship
team.
Some handled last year.
more than any other school repreWith this able staff of instruc- sented got.
out there working for a herth on strong linesmen are: iSwofford of
These were Baseball,
Gaffney, Gassawav of Belton, Yar- tors and such a great deal >f ma- boxing, and marksmanship.
Capthe team.
borou?»h of Chester, Willimon of terial, there should be some mighty tains Milling, Austin, and Gillespie
presented to the college the cups
THE JUNIORS certainly brought Carlysl°. Hough of Camden, and good Tiger foams here this year.
that were won by their teams reback the trophies and medals from Lide of Bennettsville.
Among other High School stars
spectively. Then medals were prethe summer camp this year. Ask
sented to those men who had won
anybody about that base ball team. who stand out prominentlv are;
Torchia.
first places in contests and those
We had an excellent boxing team Roger, McGill. Heustiss.
men who had entered contests realso.
The swimming and track Howard. Smith. Welbourne, Nimiitz,
ceived commendation. Carter New- Juniors that they were expected to
teams obtained their share of me- Lewis. Hane, Martin. Davis. Woodruff. Maxom. DuPree, Salley. Cleman and Hendee each received bring back "all the trophies next
dals too.
ment. Wood, Zeigler, Gantt, Jolley.
three medals, and Hendee was cit- year.
Oct. 16—Carolina a. Columbia. ed as the only man at camp who
and Finn.
Clemson just missed winning the
Oct. 30th.—Citadel at Charleston had entered every branch of sport cup for general efficiency by the
Some rat wanted to know if a
Nov. 5th.—Furman at C'emson
color sergeant is the
one
that
People who live in glass houses
offered. President Sikes expressed margin of one point, Florida winNov. 12th.—P. C. at Cle-nson.
paints all the signs on the campus amuse susnioton by pulling down
gratification over the success of ning with 224 points to Clemson's
Nov. 20th.—Wofford at Clemson these men, and told the present 223.6.
and around the college.
the shades—Ex.

I. <L jBartin Urns <To., Jnc.
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WEALTH OF MATERIAL
REPORTS FOR FROSH
FOOTBALL PAGTIC

CLASS OF '27 TAKES
PADiET, EX-GLEMSON MANY HONORS AT OLD
CAMP McGLELLAN
MAN ADDED TO STAFF;
WILL COACH VARSITY

FRESHMAN FOOTRALL
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